What happens when I submit a Safe2Tell report?

1. Someone sees a safety concern and submits a report to Safe2Tell via phone, safe2tell.org, or the app.

2. A person who analyzes the reports for Safe2Tell may ask follow-up questions to learn more.

3. Once the information is collected, it is sent to the team in the school district where the report is from.

4. The person who submitted the report remains anonymous, and their information is not collected by Safe2Tell.

5. The local team that receives the report always includes school district employees and law enforcement, and can also include mental health professionals.

6. That team will decide the response to a Safe2Tell report, whether it’s about someone who needs mental health support or who may pose a threat to their school community.

7. Teams then tell Safe2Tell what happened. Safe2Tell most often sees reports that mental health counseling was provided, someone checked on the person the report was about, or the student’s parents were contacted about the issue.
If you or someone you know may be in danger, tell an adult you trust or anonymously report safety concerns at any time to Safe2Tell.

If you see something harmful, do something helpful.

Why should you report?

To protect.
Telling Safe2Tell about your concern, whether it’s a friend talking about self-harm, someone threatening to bring a weapon to school, or someone being bullied, can help protect them and you from harm.

To prevent.
By speaking up early, even if you’re not sure something is going to happen, you can help prevent tragedy and harm.

To help.
Sometimes you might not feel comfortable telling a teacher or parent about a threat to your or someone else’s safety, but speaking up can help you and those around you.